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What is Abnormalcy about?

Abnormalcy is Mr. Robbin’s new show as a storyteller and an illusionist who interacts with the 
audience and darkness. He tells a few stories plays a few games, and communicates with the dead. 
“It’s important to not only acknowledge that there is a hidden place in our hearts filled with malicious 
thoughts and black urges, but also occasionally allow this malevolence to come out and play”, as Mr. 
Robbins would say. 
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Goals & 
Challenges

1. Aim to understand how to focus lights with a 
concept of being dark, and murky

2. To gain experience in focusing lights 
3. Communicating and working with our lighting 

crew



Production 
Meetings  & 
Schedules

Production Meetings
3/22/2018: Meeting with John M.
3/28/2018: Production Meeting with faculty & crew

3/29/2018: Meeting with Todd

4/13/2018: Paper Tech with Todd

Load-In
3/29/2018: Start of hanging lights

4/10/2018: Finish hanging lights/ start of focus

4/12/2018: Finish focus

4/16/2018: Pick up Hazer

4/17/2018: Last minute of notes

Rehearsals
4/18 - 4/21: Blocking Rehearsal

4/23 - 4/25: Dress Rehearsal



Total Budget



Problem & Solution

● Refocus Lights 
○ Todd was not seen in certain places

● Hazer
○ Miscommunications about having 1 or 

2 hazers
○ The placement of the hazer
○ The noise of the hazer
○ The amount of hazer in the theater



Section



Light Plot



Pictures 

Focusing the lights on Todd by the angle of the 
shadows, with these specific colors 



Pictures 

How the haze formed in these lights



Pictures 

This is the ending of the show before Todd 
vanishes

Mr. Robbin’s face not seen in the light for one 
of the acts



Conclusion

As a lighting designer

● Accomplishments
● Challenges
● Experience
● What I learned


